HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL
(Submit in duplicate)

In compliance with rules and regulations adopted pursuant to ORS 520.095 (Chapter 667 OL 1953)

Operator Reichhold Energy Corporation
Field Mist

Well No. Adams 32-34 RD #1 Sec. 34 T. 7 N R. 5 W

Signed  

Date October 3, 1984

Title Field Operations Supervisor
(Chairman, Secretary or Agent)

It is of the greatest importance to have a complete history of the well. Use this form in reporting the history of all important operations at the well, together with the dates thereof, prior to the first production. Include in your report such information as size of hole drilled to cementing or landing depth of casings, number of sacks of cement used in the plugging, number of sacks or number of feet of cement drilled out of casing, depth at which cement plugs started, and depth at which hard cement encountered. If the well was dynamited, give date, size, position and number of shots. If plugs or bridges were put in to test for water, state kind of material used, position and results of pumping or bailing.

Date
9/5/84 Waiting on orders
9/6/84 Waiting on directional tools
9/7/84 Dril.g. cement. Pick up directional tools & RIH. KOP # 463 Dril.g 7 7/8" hole to 523
9/8/84 Dril.g. 7 7/8" hole to 1285'. Loss of circulation. Dril.g. & surveying to 1375' (TVD = 1340) Building angle to 23° N 7 E
9/9/84 Dril.g & surveying to 1952' (TVD = 1894) Building angle to 29°15' N 6 W
9/10/84 Dril.g & surveying to 2508 (TVD = 2338) holding angle ? 29°15' N 5 W
9/11/84 Dril.g & surveying to 2913' (TVD = 2703') Holding angle % 30° N 3 W. At 2756' TVD = 2549 and total course coordinates = 895' N & 40' W
9/12/84 Dril.g & surveying to 3100' (TVD = 2856). Wiper trip for electric logs. Run wireline logs. RIH with bit and drilling to 3106'. At 3089' TVD = 2842, total course coordinates = 1053' N & 83' W,
9/13/84 POH for logs. Run wireline logs. RIH and drilling to 3109'.
9/14/84 POH & RIH open ended to 3011' and set plug to 2913' with 29 sx Class "G" cement and 530' with 108 sx class "G" cement.
9/15/84 RIH to tag plug - not there. Set cement plug 630' - 230' with 108 sx class "G" cement with 5 sx Kwik seal additives. Run in hole and tag. plug @ 230'

Released rig @ 8:00 a.m. 9/15/84